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international shipping options and costs. There was a loud pop and the radio stopped working.
Dealership said that the only thing they could do was replace it. I liked the features so I had
them replace the radio. After replacing the first radio, the new one that was put in, as an OEM
part, by the dealer, has now failed three years later. This time the radio flickers, like there is a
bad ground connection. Not sure where that could be, however I have never had a radio
completely fail before, in any of my other cars and this is the second time in 7 years on this one
car. My Jetta radio just went black two days ago! I was planning on calling dealer, but from what
I've read, that may not be the best solution. With so many complaints, why isn't there a recall? I
have never had a radio go bad on me in any car I've ever owned! My hands free Bluetooth is
also lost, and from what I've read a dead car battery is in my near future. German engineering at

its best?!! So a little more than a week ago I was driving home from work listening to my radio
in my Jetta Wolfsburg, when all of a sudden there was a popping sound and the radio turned off
and wouldn't come back on. I pulled over at the next place I could and turned my car on and off
thinking it my fix the issue. It didn't. I came home and checked the fuse and also not the issue.
A little quick background on this car I had purchased the car off my lease back in April In June
the radio also stopped working and they had told me that there was a "malfunction" internally
that could not be fixed. Luckily, after fighting back and forth with the dealer and VW Corporate,
they were able to "good will" the radio to me since they sold me an extended warranty that
didn't cover any electronics when they told me it would. Now back to 3 and a half years later,
the same amount of time the first radio lasted, this one goes. I brought it to the same dealer
since they had a record of the previous issue, and of course, they tell me the same thing is
wrong. Something malfunctioned internally and they are not able to fix the issue so it would
have to be replaced out of pocket. But here's the kicker When I told them that this was the
second time this had happened they had no sympathy and told me to take it up with VW
corporate again. I asked how long it would take to install and they said an hour and half. Since I
had already looked up how to replace this on my own on youtube, the video I watched had it
removed and a new one installed in less than 15 minutes. I told him that to which he replied
"well the coding is what takes up more time. The service rep also told me that he had never
seen this as an issue before with Jetta's. Which after finding this page as well as others, I find
absolutely to be BS. My only hesitation is with my Sirius radio. Anyone have any insight please
let me know. The loss of the radio, as annoying as it is just the first phase of an overall electrical
system failure. The battery drains, the other systems stop working. Along with the AC and the
drivers side power window switch, window goes down but not up. So glad vw is buying back
this piece of sh t I did like the car but it is falling apart. I will never buy another VW. Great cars
but not durable compared to Japanese vehicles. The display would eluminate but no sound..
Then it would start working out of the blue. Sometimes it was completely dead. This went on for
about 2 weeks. It is now dead-doesn't work at all. I started doing research online and sure
enough I found multiple sites with similar complaints. I have not checked the fuses yet, as some
have reported no success. Others have reported battery drain-this is not a problem but it has
me very worried. Is that next??? The car is only six years old. This should not be happening.
The car runs great at k miles but I am really worried about all of the electrical problems I've
found while researching this radio problem. Calling the dealer tomorrow. I was getting ready to
leave on a 2K mile trip and the windshield wipers would not work. I decided to Rainx the
windshield and go for it since I was committed to be there in 3 days. After about miles, the radio
quit working, no power or lights. I checked all the fuses and no luck. When I got to my
destination, the 30 amp fuse had melted again The wipers still work, but the radio is still dead.
The fuse has not melted again, but this was the third time in about 3 months Should I just get rid
of this car or is there a solution to this electrical failure??? The radio was on and there was a
sudden pop and it went dark. This is a major safety issue since the Bluetooth is connected to it.
Called VW and reported this and told them of the huge number of Jetta owners who have
reported this problem online. I asked about any recalls and they basically said they do not have
enough complaints for that or it would have occurred. Everyone with this complaint should call
VW customer care center at have VIN number ready and advise them of their radio problems. I
note some people were having battery draining problems after the radio went out. Our battery
drained about a month prior to the radio going out. Twelve days after the radio went out we had
started the car and driven about yards and were slowing for a stop sign when the whole car
shut down. It did start back up but this is a safety concern too. Also,17 days after the radio went
out I started the car and saw messages on the dashboard saying various lights were out. These
were passenger side: headlight low and hi beam, front turn signal, backup light. On the drivers
side the lights out were: left front side light, rear brake light, rear left turn signal. The license
plate light was also out! All went out at the same time! I will be looking at the fuse box shortly
but noticed that there were problems reported online on this same issue. This car has just over
88, miles on it but is quickly becoming a nightmare. It is a TDI so we are in limbo on the
emissions recall. Lightbulb went out on passenger side. Same day radio went dead. Called
dealership. Said the fuse for light was a recall, but will not cover the dead radio. The melted fuse
box burns out from faulty fuse and toasts the radio an
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d VW does nothing. Called VW and there is no recall. This is a blatant disregard for owners and
a horrible way to treat a car buyer. This will be my last VW. They already have bad public

relations and continue to disregard mistakes and faulty products. I strongly suggest not
purchasing a VW. And will make every effort to make this case known and spread the word.
Please call customer care at and tell them if this is your issue as well. This is all over the
internet. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: replace radio 6
reports not sure 5 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook
Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this
Jetta problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Volkswagen mechanic Read reviews of repair shops
in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint.
Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

